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About This Game

Brawlderdash is a local multiplayer sports game. Players choose from multiple sport characters to pass and bash past the
opposing team!

Alternate stadium features and different weather conditions ensure no two matches are the same. From a well-kept soccer pitch
to a windy field with pinball bumpers, there's something for every play group and simple controls allow for pick up play.

Features:

Local Multiplayer for up to 8 players

6 Playable Classes!

Each Sport may Dash and Kick, but their Special Skills set them apart.
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Golfer

Soccer

Hockeyman

Footballer

Runner

Baseballer

8 Stadiums

Time and Goal modes

Watch as your fans turn their backs on you in dismay, as your chances of reaching the playoffs diminish with each
dropped pass and missed goal. They'll never love you again.

The local sports radio no longer answers your calls.
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Thought it was an amazing game until I found out you can get kicked by the enemy team. Not sure who the bright individual
was that programmed that into it, but it's bad. People can literally join your hoard game (basically CoD zombies) and kick you
out of it, and not only are you removed from the match that you started but you are not rewarded for your progress in the game
and you're temporarily banned from matchmaking.

edit:
So they fixed my main issue with the game in the latest patch. After looking at all the patch notes for the last few updates, it
seems like the devs are doing a pretty good job trying to fix the game as rapidly as possible which is good, though on the other
hand this sort of stuff should not have existed at launch.

All in all, it is a good game which is kinda clunky right now. There's still work to be done and not all of it makes sense, but it is
a really great melee fighting game. I think all things considered the $30 price tag is a little steep and I would say $20 is much
more fair a price. I am still not switching to recommended for this review though since I don't think it's actually worth this
current price until this game is actually done being fixed.

edit2:
This is basically my only review on Steam that got any traction and I realize now that allowing comments on here is like opening
up the YouTube comments section so I'm getting rid of that.

To answer what was posted though:
1) I did not request a refund and I don't plan to. I wanted to when I posted the first review but since they are fixing things
quickly I'm willing to hang on to it and wait it out.
2) I am not recommending it on here because I don't recommend it to my friends irl. I think they should get because I want to
play it with them but I also think it's overpriced and if I didn't already own it would be waiting for it to go on sale.
3) If you feel the need to brag about how much money you spend on games then you're probably going to feel just fine about
buying this at full price. I'm not saying nobody should buy it, I'm talking about whether it is currently a worthwhile purchase
compared to other items at the same price. I don't think it stands out in the $30 category.. Personally I didn\u2019t find much
enjoyment in this game but my mom took a liking to it and I asked if she could put a review to it so she said that the time
version of this game really sucks you try really hard to get very far and then you loose your lives and have to start from scratch
there is an option for non time version however and that makes the game more entertaining and relaxed not so pressure sensitive
you know? But with still a great amount of challenge. I remember when this game had a nice small community of active players
and an active developer, its a shame that I had to give this a negative review but I feel like this game was abandoned by the
developer, I miss this game.. flew out of the maps like 5 times, bugged on walls and desks with items.
sry but impossible to play. refunded.. A very interesting abstract game.

1)
You left click to make an arrow fall down from the top left corner of the screen.

2)
You right click to make the arrow (or arrows) turn right, (e.g. towards the right side of the screen).

3) If you hit an "enemy", the line gets split in two (so that it's now two arrows going up and down.
  GOTO 2

 I think the game is sold at a very low price, too! Just watch a video! I'm sure you'll like it! :)

I just wish the Arcade Mode started a bit "harder", but I guess the current pace is ok to fit a wider audience.. So far so good. I
have played this game as a release on steam and even beforehand in the earlier stages and it's cool to see where the game has
gone. I started as Sage because I liked his perk of bigger buds, because to me bigger buds = bigger wallet. By the end of march I
had two separate plots, a lawyer who had my back, and 33 grand in pocket with several happy costumers including Green2Go,
who had reoccurring contracts being offered, which I can only assume is a supply chain throughout the game.
There are little bugs here and there so far, but haven't encountered any game breaking bugs. I was able to save my game and
load it without any problems. However, I played as "Sage" and the game avatar was "Polly" but when I went back in game, I was
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Sage. Also, a few contracts called me "Polly" but I was Sage. Sometimes I've noticed the nutrients bars will have a gap at the
bottom of the bar, and if I add the water\/fertilizer, the bar drops down and starts to add to the top again. Not sure how this is
affecting my plants but I thought it was worth mentioning. Sometimes it's a little difficult to target a plant, or know if I'm
targeting the right plant. I've had nutrients add double when clicking consecutively.
Once I play more, save up some, unlock some staff, I can update this post. As a tycoon game and early access, the foundation is
there, and there is more to come. Keep it up, Joint Ventures!. Let's just get this out of the way right now: I love this game.

There is something about roguelikes that I love. Except almost all of them try to be copycat versions of another game. Rarely
does a game try to actually do something unique! So what makes Flame Over so different? Is it because you're slogging through
a dungeon\/space station fighting enemies, drinking potions that you aren't sure could kill you? No. Nothing like that. You're
fighting an enemy. That enemy is fire. Electrical fires and regular fires. There are flame overs as well as fire that spit out
embers which can set other things alight!

You're a fireman aptly named Blaze. The game takes place at Infernal Industries. There are 4 levels with each level containing 4
different segments. These are procedurally generated floors consisten of cooridors and room setpieces. The fire is random.
Some rooms are ablaze with several people in them.

You try to rescue people, and cats. There is also Miss Ion who won't leave until you do some task for her. She lost her purse, she
needs you to find and post the secret documents, she needs to to enter the vault and secure the valuables, or she needs you to
back up the servers. There are other things, but I won't spoil that here. You can level up, Blaze, by completing these tasks. You
are awarded some coin as well to purchase upgrades. People give you bonus time and cats give you bonus hearts. There is also a
shop where you can buy temporary upgrades. Perhaps the best ones are the super hose and the large water tank.

So what makes this game so fun? There is just something enjoyable about putting out fires. It isn't so much that I feel like I'm
helping people or the cats that are in the building. It's just that it changes every time. This doesn't get old. No fire is the same. I
have played lots of Roguelike games that tend to do the same thing as the others, this doesn't do that.

Of course, it isn't a perfect game. Like most roguelikes you get good runs and terrible runs. Sometimes you'll run out of time,
others, you'll have more than enough time and this is needed for the later levels. If you die and manage to get back to the level
that you died, you can regain your old items. Of course, this doesn't apply if you select a level that you died on. Sometimes you
don't get the chance to save people. A fire will spit some embers or a flame over will happen and they die instantly. Unless you
have a resucitate them, they remain down, once they are dead you lose 10 seconds. This is somewhat unfair since there is no
way to get items other than the random shop. You can find extra time and money though.

Also, when you run out of time Death will chase you around the map. Which is a bit funny. You can actually manage to drive
death away if you can get people through the fire exit.

There are some things that I would love to see in this game. I would love to see an infinite mode where the time limit is
removed. Also a time trial mode to see how many rooms you can clear in a given time. I would like to see more variety in the
people you rescue, more women for instance. I think that the upgrade system needs a little tweaking as I was easily able to max
everything out after just a few runs. Not necessarily just make things more difficult, but add a few more perks. Maybe this is
something that can be made in the sequel?

There are a few other suggestions. For example with the electrical fires. You have to flip the main breaker to remove power,
however, this doesn't change any of the lighting nor does it remove power from the servers that you're supposed to back up.
These aren't major issues however. Perhaps once the fire is out the timer can stop? Sometimes you'll clear the map and be at the
farthest point from the door. Having rescued everyone already, you have to trudge across the map to clear the level.

One other very minor complaint is that the game doesn't constrain the mouse to the window on a multi-screen setup. In
fullscreen, this makes it possible to glitch the game out by accidentally clicking outside of the window and then the renderer gets
confused\/broken. A save and resume would be nice as sometimes if you're having a really good run, you need to take a break
and it would be great if you could just resume at the same "level" that you were.

The music is catchy and jazzy if a bit repetetive, however, it does get different mixes depending on the level that you're on it
also speeds up in the same way that Super Mario Bros. did when you were running out of time. Overall the sound is good. It
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would be nice if maybe the people could cough more than once after initially entering a room. Also the cat makes no sound to
let you know it's there. There is a strange music levels problem from when you are in the main screen to when you play a game.
In game it is much louder than in the main screen. You can turn off the sound of the coins and the feet.

There are a good number of items hearts, stopwatches, hoses, water tanks, extinguishers, axes, masks, night vision goggles, and
other things that can help you through your task.

The camera is funky, but works. You can rotate it with the middle mouse, if there is a key to set it back to default, I haven't
found it. It would have been nice to just have a hotbar for the various power ups and then we could use the number keys to
activate them.

Fully rebindable keys is a nice thing to have although the defaults are just fine.

In closing, I have very little negative things to say about this game. The game even provides advice: Don't rush it. Take it one
room and cooridor at a time. I haven't mentioned the graphics, but it's very cute. Laughin Jackal, You done good!
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Fun little dexterity-based game.. Every patch is making the game better and more enjoyable, by a lot, the devs listen to a lot of
feedback and give you their thoughts. Posting daily updates of planned changes so u know what their working on, really enjoy
this game, can't wait to see what it becomes.. i love railworks and if and when they come out with multi player,railworks will
become even more fun,so yes i recommend this to others.. great detail on this loco wish all of em where made with the detail
this one has. wish to see some repaints for this loco.. Its a direct copy of the mobile\/tablet version. Its not full screen and the
window cant fit on a wide screen monitor. There is no support\/multiplayer ourside of passing the mouse to your friend and. I
still feel ripped off.. This is the DOS version of this game, I have an updated Windows ( exactly the same as the DOS game)
version that still runs on an old laptop of mine, I thought I was in luck to get a version on Steam......so I was very disappointed
when I started this up and it's an old grainy DOS game while there is a Windows out there :-(. Oh boy. The only reason I got this
game is because I had odyssey. The only reason I have played this far is to see what Ratonhnhak\u00e9:ton looks like in the
Assassin outfits of people that weren't even born yet. It's jarring.. This game is awesome! I really like this fresh and new take on
the strategy game format.
The game is very complex, and highly addictive.
You play as a godlike entity (the "main logos") of the Earth, and your goal is to help mankind thru history.
There's a good spiritual message in the game, that you should care about one another,
take care of the environment, look things in another perspective, and make hard, sometimes questionable decisions for the
greater good. It's not easy, you need to pay attention to a lot of variables (population, echology, etc.) otherwise you will fail very
quickly.
If you like a game, that is challenging, thought-provoking and puts you on the edge through,
than I highly reccomend it to you.
I would love to see more games like this. :). i liked it but however game is hard but i wished devleopers added a diffuity levels -
easy to hard - its would be brillant option
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